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Price Convergence in an Online Virtual World1 Michael Morrisona* and Matías Fontenlab



This paper tests for the existence of price convergence using a unique data set from the largest online game, World of Warcraft. This provides a controlled setting void of the usual obstacles that make testing of price convergence difficult, such as trade barriers, transportation costs, imperfections and restrictions in capital markets, and differences in productivity growth. The data set consists of 8 copies of a virtual macroeconomy, all structurally equal. We perform our own simple test for price convergence, and find price convergence in 6 of our 8 worlds. Further, using the non-linear convergence test developed by Phillips and Sul (2007), we find price convergence in all 8 of our worlds.
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I.



Introduction



Developed by the Spanish scholastics in the sixteenth century, the Law of One Price (LOP) forms the foundation for many macroeconomic concepts, such as purchasing power parity (PPP) and price convergence. It seems straightforward that in the absence of transaction costs, price levels in different markets should adjust until they become equal. However, the empirical validity of price convergence has yet to be conclusively proven, even though these concepts are widely believed and are basic assumptions for many economic models (Hallwood and MacDonald, 2000, Lafrance and Lawrence, 2002). Empirical tests of price convergence have generated mixed results, with varying theories attempting to explain the inconsistent results (Balassa, 1964, Hallwood and MacDonald, 2000). Part of the reason why it has proven difficult to come to any consensus on price convergence and PPP, is because of the many interfering effects that prevent a clear view of the arbitrage forces driving price convergence.



Some of these effects are transportation costs,



imperfections and restrictions in capital markets, the many possible non-tariff barriers to trade, and differing productivity growth, (Engel and Rogers, 1994, Phillips and Sul, 2007). This paper presents a unique approach for testing the validity of price convergence, in a controlled setting where the above obstacles are not present. We examine price convergence within the largest online game, World of Warcraft. The game exists in a relatively simple two-country world, where agents are allowed to trade internationally, thus creating a great natural experiment for our purposes. Our data is made up of eight copies, or worlds, with no capital markets, no transportation costs, and where non-tariff barriers to trade are absent. The only trade tariff is a clear-cut 15% tax on international sales. The use of online virtual worlds to study economic phenomena is relatively new. Nonetheless, the validity of these types of studies has been supported by recent work. For example, Chesney et al. (2009), recreate several standard economic experiments within the virtual world Second Life. They find no significant or systematic differences between their results and the results from traditional laboratory experiments. Similarly, Castronova (2008) shows that agents within these virtual worlds act “normal,” economically speaking. Perhaps backing this, game developers have employed full time economists to help manage their ingame economies, such as EVE Online, which produces quarterly economic reports on their virtual economy (Guðmundsson, 2007). Over the last several decades there have been many studies looking at price convergence on an inter- and intra-national scale. It appears that there is some consensus in support of price convergence as a long-run phenomenon, though subject to much short-run variation. 2   



However, recent studies such as Holmes (2007) and Fischer (2009) have found faults in the various econometric tools used to form that consensus. Some research has focused on large data sets, either with a wealth of countries over a relatively short period of time, or with fewer countries over longer periods of time. For example, Cerrato and Sarantis (2007) use black market exchange rates for 34 economies over a 26 year time span, and find mixed support for PPP. Fischer (2009) uses washing machine sales data across 17 European countries over a 10 year period, and finds evidence of price convergence only among specific country groups. These data come with issues that must be addressed, such as variations in exchange rate regimes or monetary structures across regions and over time, changes in the degree of capital mobility, the presence of and changes in transaction costs, and the Balassa-Samuelson effect, which refers to the tendency of price levels and real exchange rates to diverge as productivity levels vary between countries or regions (Balassa, 1964). Similarly, Hallwood and MacDonald (2000) argue that real exchange rates should follow a random walk, because of the effect of capital markets and rational expectations. In our natural experiment, data is collected over a 90-day span, where the exchange rate is fixed, and no regime-change behavior is present. In this setting, using our own very simple test for price convergence, we find convergence in 6 of our 8 worlds. Further, using the new non-linear convergence test developed by Phillips and Sul (2007), we find price convergence in all 8 of our worlds. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our virtual world, and its usefulness for our research. The third section describes the data collected. Section 4 discusses the specific estimation tests used and the results, while the last section concludes.



II.



Virtual economies



Our data comes from an online video game from the Massively Multiplayer Online (MMO) role playing games genre. MMOs have grown greatly over the past few years, to the point now where the genre’s flagship game, World of Warcraft (WoW), has over 11.5 million active subscribers worldwide (Blizzard Entertainment, 2008b).
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Within this game, agents interact with each other and with computer generated beings in a three dimensional, virtual world.2 Players engage in group activities with clearly stated goals and purposes, such as fighting computer generated monsters. But most importantly for our purposes, agents trade amongst each other using an in-game currency, called “gold”. Agents choose one of two main profession skills, gathering or crafting. Gathering skills allow the player to harvest ingredients from the surrounding environment, while crafting skills allow the player to build items, using gathered and purchased ingredients. Generally, a single agent cannot gather all the ingredients necessary to craft an item, thus generating a need for trade. Once an item is crafted, agents can also trade this item with other agents. One of the convenient aspects of WoW is the fact that, because of the millions of players, the developers created more than 200 virtually identical servers, or “worlds”. Further, each world is divided into two geographically separate factions or nations. In effect, this means 200+ separate, two-country worlds available for study. Another very useful aspect of this virtual world is the degree of similarity between the two nations. While each nation is geographically different and separated, and agents have different aesthetic characteristics, each nation has essentially the same physical and social laws. The nations, called “Horde” and “Alliance”, face the same game mechanics, as well as the same opportunities and avenues for advancement. Finally, there is only one currency, “gold”, so that the exchange rate is always one, much like a monetary union. International trade is allowed between the two nations, via a simple auction market. Agents from either nation can place items up for auction, specifying the length of time the good will be offered and the minimum bid, as well as a maximum buy-out price. Agents wishing to purchase the good can then choose to place a bid on the good, and wait until the auction expires to see if theirs is the winning bid, or pay the buy-out price, and instantly receive the good. There is a transaction cost for trade, which is a tariff of 15% on international sales. The presence of a trade tariff implies the existence of a band of inaction, where the marginal cost of trade may outweigh the marginal benefit of arbitrage. For a single good, this would imply a threshold price where convergence behavior abruptly switches. In a price index where                                                              2



Castronova (2001) defines a virtual world by the presence of interactivity, physicality and persistence. Interactivity means the world can be accessed by multiple people simultaneously and the actions of one affect others. Physicality means “the environment is generally ruled by the laws of Earth and is characterized by scarcity of resources”. Persistence means the virtual world continues to exist after players leave the game, and the effects of the player on the game remain even after the player has left.  
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several prices can change in varying magnitudes, this translates into a relatively smooth transition across a threshold (Taylor, et al., 2001). The transition implies a non-linear convergence path, where convergence is faster the greater the distance between the actual price level and the threshold. As the price level approaches the threshold, the speed of convergence decreases.



III.



Data



Our data set is a unique natural experiment, free of the many complicating factors that arise in the real world. Data was collected through the website Wowecon, using an add-on program. Players install the add-on, which runs in the background while playing WoW. A total of eight servers were selected at random, where each of these worlds has an average of 15 000 players. From the main WoW website we obtained a listing of the nine most traded items.3 We then collected the daily median price over a 90-day span for each item, between August 30th, 2008, and November 27th 2008, in each country, for each server. With this information we constructed an average price level for each country. Because accurate data on the volume of sales for each item was unavailable, all items are weighted equally. This aggregate price level is what we use in all price convergence tests. Each time a purchase is made within the game the price information is recorded by the addon and transmitted to the website, where the information is compiled and the median price paid is reported for each country within each server. Because the website only reports sales involving players with the add-on installed, no server provides price information for all items within the price average over the full 90 days of observation. Table 1 shows the average price levels for both nations, “Horde” and “Alliance,” and the number of days data was collected in each world. The maximum number of observations for a server was 59 days with a minimum of 22 days, with the average being 30 days.



                                                             3



 There are approximately 36,000 goods within the game. The most traded goods across all servers were predominantly gathered goods used in the production of final goods. The goods were: arcane dust, greater planar essence, linen cloth, mageweave cloth, netherweave cloth, netherweave bags, runecloth, silk cloth, and large prismatic shards(Blizzard Entertainment, 2008a).
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Server



Average Price



Average price



Number of



level Horde



level Alliance



observations



1



1.3



1.15



35



2



2.96



2.72



32



3



1.5



0.99



59



4



0.88



0.9



22



5



2.36



2.29



23



6



1.38



1.38



26



7



2.84



3.63



23



8



4.07



4.67



24



Table 1 Average price level for each country, Horde (Country A) and Alliance (Country B) and number of  observations by server. 



  IV.



Estimation and results



Band of inaction Given the presence of a 15% trade tariff, we need to calculate a band of inaction. The band of inaction can be defined as the range that satisfies the following condition, where B is the benefit from an international sale, and C is the cost. .



1



The per transaction benefit is the price differential between the high and low price of a particular good, as trade should only occur from the low price nation to the high price nation. Define PH as the higher price and PL as the lower price, then .



2



The cost per transaction can be broken into two separate parts, the cost of a successful auction and the cost of an unsuccessful auction, connected by their probabilities. If the auction is successful, the seller is charged 15% of the sale price as an auction fee. This is the only transaction cost that is imposed on a successful auction. If the auction is unsuccessful, then the seller is charged 75%, 150%, or 300% of the merchant sale value (MSV), for a 12, 24 or 48 hours auction, respectively. The MSV is the value received if the agent were to sell the good to a computer generated merchant, rather than in the auction house. It represents the minimum value that can be earned by a seller. Thus, 6   



1



. 15 where



,



is the probability of a successful auction, and



that is charged by the auctioneer.



3



equals the percentage of the MSV



takes the values of .75, 1.50 or 3.00, for auctions set to



expire in 12, 24 or 48 hours, respectively. The band of inaction therefore is defined as the point where the costs C are greater than the benefits B. That is, . 15



1



.



4



If the price of a good satisfies equation 4, then it lies within the band of inaction, and prices have converged. For our empirical estimation, we then substitute individual prices in equation 4 with the aggregate price levels for each country in each world. Also, since there is no data available for , the probability of a successful auction, we assume



1. This minimizes the cost of



an auction, and thus shrinks the band of inaction.4 Our empirical results, while imposing this most stringent parameter, are then strongest should we find evidence of convergence. Given this, we can reformulate equation 4 as .15 Solving for



5



gives us the upper bound, UB, for the band of inaction. 1 . 85



6



Similarly the lower bound, LB, for the band of inaction is defined as .85



7



Figure 1 below shows the price levels in solid lines, and the computed upper and lower bounds, in dotted lines, that define the band of inaction for each of the 8 servers, over time.



                                                             4   Notice that as increases, the total cost of arbitrage should decrease, as



is significantly



greater than .15, and PH is relatively close to MSV. We test this in our data, through simulations with MSV values collected for all items included within the price levels, and all possible values for . As expected, we find equation 4 to be minimized for all servers when
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1.



  Figure 1: Price levels, upper and lower bounds for band of inaction by server 



Upon visual inspection it can be seen that 6 of the 8 servers lie mostly within their bands of inaction, while servers 3 and 7 lie outside. To support this, a one sided t-test on equation 5 was conducted. First, equation 5 is rewritten as . 85



0,



8



and we compute a one sided t-test for each server. The null hypothesis is that the price levels lie within the band of inaction, or that equation 8 holds. Table 2 shows the results, which confirm our visual suspicion. Six servers fail to reject the null hypothesis, and therefore lie within the band of inaction, while servers 3 and 7 do not. This suggests that even under our most conservative assumptions, 6 out of 8 servers converged. 8   



Servers



t-statistic



t-critical



Reject/fail to reject the null hypothesis



1



-3.81



1.70



Fail to reject



2



-1.88



1.70



Fail to reject



3



16.79



1.67



Reject



4



-16.67



1.72



Fail to reject



5



-28.51



1.71



Fail to reject



6



-15.14



1.71



Fail to reject



7



5.15



1.71



Reject



8



-1.44



1.71



Fail to reject



Table 2 T‐statistic and critical values for band of inaction measurements by server. Fail to reject indicates the  price levels lie within the band of inaction. 



Phillips Sul log-t convergence We now use the Phillips Sul (2007) log-t convergence test to test for price convergence on each of the 8 servers. Define



as the price level in each country i in each time period t. 9



Where



and



are unobservable components of



model Phillips and Sul allow



, an observable series. From this basic



, the loading coefficient, to vary over time, as well as



allowing for a stochastic element within it. This means that the loading coefficient absorbs the error,



. Thus, 10



The factor loading coefficient is allowed non-stationary transitional behavior so that each coefficient converges to some unit specific constant.



is modeled in a semi-parametric



form to account for local sub-group convergence. 11 It is assumed that



is iid (0,1), independent across i and weakly dependent over t.



is the



cross sectional variance and L(t) is a slowly varying function over time, i.e. L(t) = log(t+1). The partial sums of



forms independent sequences of Brownian motions as 1



∞



√ 9   



12



∞.



1



1



√ where B and B



13



∞



are independent and form independent sequences of Brownian motions



with variances wii and w2ii, respectively over i. This allows the stochastic element to decline 0 the loading coefficients,



asymptotically. For all



, will converge to a fixed



. This



allows for a statistical hypothesis of convergence in an observed pair of series, specifically the null of convergence is defined as: :



for all



0.



and



To estimate these time varying loading coefficients, Phillips and Sul suggest a nonby using relative transition



parametric way to extract the information about , or relative versions of



parameters,



1



∑



Assuming the panel average ∑



.



1



14



∑



is not equal to zero the relative transition parameters,



relative to the panel average at time t while continuing to describe the



, measures



transition path of unit i. If all loading coefficients, transition parameter,



, converge to



, converges to one, and the cross sectional variance goes to zero.



The first step is to measure the cross sectional variance, parameter,



then the relative



, for the relative transition



. 1



1



15



The next step is to perform an OLS regression of the following equation: 2 Where



log



16



is the cross sectional variance at t=1, and L(t)=log(t+1). The equation is estimated



for t= [rT], [rT]+1,…, T for some 1>r>0. That is, the first [rT]-1 observations are discarded for the regression. This is done to focus on convergence as the sample size gets larger, and is essential for the limit distribution and power properties of the test. Given our low sample size, r=.15 was chosen to balance the impact of the low sample size and the impact on the power properties of the test.
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The final step in the testing procedure is a one-sided t test of



using a heteroskedastic and



autocorrelation consistent (HAC) standard errors. The null hypothesis of convergence for the test is



0. Under some regularity conditions described in Phillips and Sul (2007) the test



statistic



is asymptotically distributed standard normal. Therefore the usual critical values



can be used, the null is rejected for






results. Server



t-stat



1



1.07



2



1.86



3



0.17



4



0.49



5



0.4



6



4.21



7



-0.74



8



0.81



Table 3: T‐statistics for Phillips Sul test, compared against the critical t‐value ‐1.65. A value greater than ‐1.65  indicates convergence



V.



Conclusions The goal of this study was to test for the presence of price convergence within an online



game, World of Warcraft, which provides a very nice natural experiment, void of the many complicating factors found in the real world. We test 8 different worlds using our own simple band of inaction method, and find convergence in 6 of 8 worlds. We then test our data using the Phillips Sul log-t non-linear convergence test, and find evidence supporting price convergence in all servers tested. The convergence of price levels in this simplified economy supports the idea that price convergence and LOP may be present within the more complex real world. Though, convergence may be hidden by the many complicating factors, such as the Balassa-Samuelson effect, imperfect capital markets, hidden trade barriers, and transportation costs. Our findings also add to the literature, such as Castronova (2001, 2008), Chesney et al (2009), that successfully uses large scale online video games for economic research. This genre of game often creates abstract versions of the real world, similar to the abstract versions seen in economic experiments, but on a much larger scale. This provides the opportunity to expand experimental methods to examine much larger and more complicated economic phenomena.
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